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Abstract— Prediction tasks over nodes and edges of a network
require careful efforts in defining features used by machine
learning algorithms. Current research in the broader field of
feature representation learning has led to significant progress in
automating prediction of labels by deriving the features.
However, modern feature extraction approaches are not
expressive enough to capture the diversity of connectivity
patterns observed in networks.
We present a feature extraction technique for a Weighted
Graph (DW-WG) using Deep Walk approach, an enhanced
neural network model for learning vertex representations of
weighted graphs. This approach for machine learning is suitable
for a variety of graph structures, including directed graphs,
multi-graphs, weighted graphs, and knowledge graphs. Our
approach extends the conventional Deepwalk (C-DW) model by
allowing the graph to have weighted edges for the feature
generation through random-walk and word2vec phases. This
approach will enable us to use the predictive power of the
weights of the edges of the graph. We argue that this
enhancement is the key to learning a rich representation of
complex networks. We demonstrate the efficacy of DW-WG
over existing state-of-the-art techniques in several real-world
networks from diverse domains. We demonstrate the
competitiveness of this approach on two network datasets
(Google play store and Bitcoin OTC +Alpha).
DW-WG supports scalability and is parallelizable. These
qualities make it suitable for complex bigdata sets and a wide
variety of real-world applications such as network classification,
and anomaly detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Information networks are diverse in the real world, for
instance, publication networks, airline networks, and social
networks. Analyzing large information networks has been
attracting increased attention in both academia and industry.
Graph embedding (feature representation) is very useful in a
variety of applications such as visualization [7], node
classification [3], link prediction [5], and recommendation [8].
Several machine learning literature [2, 4, 6] propose various
methods of graph embedding. They generally perform well on
small unweighted graphs. We lose essential information when
the processing model does not take into account the weights
of edges of a graph. The problem becomes difficult when a

real-world information network contains millions of nodes
and billions of weighted edges.
Network analysis involves predictions over nodes and
edges of a graph. In a typical classification task, we are mainly
interested in predicting the most probable labels of nodes [14].
For example, in a protein-protein interaction network, we are
interested in predicting functional labels of proteins [13, 16],
in a social network, we are interested in predicting groups of
users. Link prediction (associated edges) is useful in a wide
variety of domains; for instance, in genomics, it helps us to
identify the novel interactions among genes, and in social
networks, it can detect real-world friends [5, 9, 15]. A
supervised machine learning algorithm requires a set of
informative and independent features. In prediction problems,
one has to generate feature vector representations for the
nodes and edges. A typical solution is to create domainspecific features based on expert knowledge. However, such
features are designed for specific tasks and do not generalize
across different prediction tasks.
An alternative approach is to learn feature representation
through unsupervised algorithms [10]. The challenge in
learning feature representation is to define an objective
function, which can balance computational efficiency and
predictive accuracy. On one side, one could aim to find a
feature representation that optimizes the performance of a
prediction task. However, this leads to high training time
complexity due to the number of parameters that need to be
estimated. At the other side, the objective function can be
defined to be independent of the prediction task that requires
an unsupervised approach for learning the representations.
The latter makes the optimization computationally efficient
which results in task-independent features that closely match
task-specific approaches for predictive accuracy [11, 12, 39].
Learning network representations poses the following
problems: (1) Information-preservation: network embedding
is required to preserve the network structural information.
However, the underlying structure of the network is very
complex [18]. (2) High non-linearity: the structure of the
network is highly non-linear [17]. (3) Sparsity: Many realworld networks are often so sparse that it is not enough to
reach a satisfactory performance [1].
To overcome these problems, DeepWalk [1] transforms a
graph structure into a sample collection of linear sequences
consisting of vertices using uniform sampling (known as a
truncated random walk). The skip-gram model [19], originally
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designed for learning word representations from linear
sequences, can also be used to learn the representations of
vertices from such samples. Although this method is
empirically effective to find the latent representation for the
graph with unweighted edges.
Although the conventional DeepWalk (C-DW) model
generates efficient latent representations of the graph, it does
not allow the graph to have weighted edges. In this paper, we
propose DeepWalk for Weighted Graphs (DW-WG), an
enhanced model for learning graph representations for
knowledge management with the graph having weighted
edges. Such learned global representations can be used as
features for further processing of the graph. We present a
formal treatment of this model, showing the distinctions
between our model and the C-DW model. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the learned representations by experimenting
with real-world problems. In all such tasks, DW-WG
performs better than C-DW.
The remaining segments of this paper are organized as
below. Section 2 describes the related work. The subsequent
section proposes our model. We present the experiments and
results in Section 4. The last section outlines the summary of
this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Feature engineering is being studied by the machine
learning community for various purposes. In networks, the
mechanism for generating features for nodes is based on
feature extraction techniques that involve manually designed
features, based on network properties [20, 21, 40].
Unsupervised feature learning approaches use the spectral
properties of various matrix representations of graphs.
Current classical approaches to learning low dimensional
graph representations are multidimensional scaling (MDS)
[4], IsoMap [6], LLE [23], and Laplacian Eigenmaps [2].
Recently, Tang et al. [24] presented methods for learning
latent representational vectors of the graphs which can then be
applied to social network classification. Ahmed et al. [22]
proposed a graph factorization method, which used stochastic
gradient descent to optimize matrices from large graphs.
Recent advancements in representational learning for
natural language processing opened new ways for feature
learning of discrete objects such as words.
In particular, the skip-gram model [11] aims to learn
continuous feature representations for words by optimizing a
neighborhood preserving likelihood objective.
Representation learning aims to create readily usable data
representations from raw data. In contrast to manual feature
engineering, representation learning seeks to do this
automatically [1, 26, 27, 28]. Often, data is not formatted for
specific algorithms to detect features. As a result,
representation learning algorithms aim to provide a general
representation, which is usually in the form of latent feature
vectors that may work for a variety of datasets and data mining
applications. Machine learning ties in well to achieve this
goal.
Current research on representation learning has produced
many representation learning models [1, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,

34, 41]. With each new model comes with innovative new
ideas that solve some feature generation problem.
Three instances of these models are as below:
1) DeepWalk: The DeepWalk algorithm [1] is a graph
embedding algorithm. This algorithm is designed to create
node embeddings for nodes in a graph network. The
embeddings are generated by taking n random walks from the
center node and applying the skip-gram algorithm [11] on the
walks which boils down to predicting the features for all the
nodes.
2) RDF2Vec: RDF2Vec [35] is an approach similar to
DeepWalk that aims to create graph embeddings from a
Resource Description Framework (RDF). In contrast to
DeepWalk, RDF2Vec, uses two different strategies to extract
subgraphs: Graph walks and Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree RDF
graph kernels. These two strategies are similar to DeepWalk,
but the authors note that their main difference is that their
work uses a directed network instead of an undirected
network.
3) GraphSAGE: Another graph embedding approach is called
GraphSAGE [36]. The authors propose a method for inductive
node embedding. In their approach, a node's neighborhood is
aggregated by a set of trainable aggregator functions. Their
approach generalizes using the aggregator functions that can
be applied to unseen nodes as well as neighboring nodes in
predicting the time, producing an embedding for the node and
its context.
Even though all of the above algorithms are capable of
generating a latent representation of the graph, none of them
have considered a graph with weighted edges. We extended
C-DW algorithm that can generate a latent representation for
the graph having weighted edges. Further, we evaluated the
DW-WG model for a wide range of parameters on the
weighted graph.
III. DEEPWALK FOR WEIGHTED GRAPH
In this section, first, we define the problem, and then we
introduce the proposed DW-WG model.
A. Problem Definition
We consider the problem of classifying nodes of a
weighted graph into clusters of nodes as categories. Let the
weighted graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes of the
network, and E is the set of all weighted edges. The problem
is to find significant features that can represent relationships
among the nodes of the network.
In a traditional machine learning classification setting, we
learn a hypothesis that maps elements of feature set X to the
labels set Y. C-DW approach generates features of an
unweighted graph G. In DW-WG, we consider a weighted
graph with weights on each edge to generate a realistic
representation of features.
B. The Proposed Model
The proposed model DW-WG consists of two phases
namely random-walk and word2vec. In the random-walk
phase, we sample the weighted graph along the edges to
generate a path that is a sequence of nodes visited in the graph.
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We use the following three user parameters to generate
random-walks:
NW: Number of walks for each node.
Walk_length: Number of edges on each random-walk.
Distance: Minimum distance (sum of edge weights along the
walk) to be covered for each random alk.
Subsequently, the neural analysis of word2vec model accepts
the random-walks generated in the previous phase and
generates feature vectors for the graph as illustrated in Figure
1.

Figure 1. DW-WG (Deepwalk for Weighted Graph)

procedure DW-WG (G, pl, pd, start_node, walk)
input:
G = (V, E): weighted edge graph
pl: path_length; // no. of nodes along the path
pd: path_distance; // total edge weights along the path
start_node: start node for the random walk generation
output:
walk: random walk path for the start node
begin
walk =[ start_node ];
walk_nodes = 0;
current_distance = 0;
while ((current_distance < pd) or (walk_nodes < pl))
select a neighbor node randomly;
append the current node to the walk;
add the current edge weight to current_distance;
increment walk_nodes;
update the current node to the next random node;
return walk;
end

Algorithm 1. Deepwalk path generation

1) Random walk: Given a graph with weighted edges and
a starting node, it selects one of its neighbor nodes at random,
and moves to their neighbor node; then it selects a neighbor

of this node at random and moves to it, etc. The random
sequence of nodes selected this way is a random walk on the
graph. A random walk is a stochastic or random process
which generates a path on the graph that consists of a
sequence of randomly selected weighted edges. For instance,
the path sequence of a molecule in a liquid or a gas, the price
of a product, and the weather fluctuations can all be
approximated by random walk models.
2) Word2Vec: The word2vec model and its application
by Mikolov et al. [11] have attracted a great amount of
attention in recent years. The vector representations of words
(i.e., nodes of the semantic graph), learned by word2vec
model from the random-walks, have been shown to carry
semantic meanings and are useful in various NLP (Natural
Language Processing) tasks. Word2vec is a predictive neural
analysis model for feature generation from the randomwalks. It has two different approaches namely the Continuous
Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and the skip-gram. Algorithmically,
these approaches are similar, except that CBOW predicts
target words (e.g. 'pond') from source context words ('the
water runs downhill to the'), while the skip-gram does the
inverse and predicts source context-words from the target
words. This inversion might seem like an arbitrary choice,
but statistically, it has a similar effect as that of CBOW which
approximates over a lot of the distributional information (by
treating an entire context as one observation). In this work,
after generating random walks, we use the skip-gram
approach of the word2vec model to generate feature
representations of random-walks. In the skip-gram model,
focus word (the starting node of the random-walk) is used for
single input layer, and target context words (nodes related to
the focus node) are used for the output layer. The training
objective is to minimize the sum of prediction errors across
all context words (nodes along all random-walks) in the
output layer.
3) Parallelizability: To identify the most suitable set of
feature vectors for the weighted graph that matches the
ground truth result, first we need to generate several sets of
feature vectors for a different range of values for all the
parameters of the DW-WG. This process requires the
execution of the model with different sets of parameter
values. Since this model is highly scalable, we implemented
this process on multiple cores with multi-threading.
We generate one set of feature vectors for each
combination of parameter values. To identify the best set of
feature vectors, we employ supervised machine learning
algorithms only on the ground truth nodes of feature vectors.
The set of feature vectors that yields the highest accuracy in
this approach is chosen as the best set of feature vectors. The
nodes of the corresponding entire set of feature vectors
(includes both ground truth as well as non-ground truth
nodes) are clustered using an unsupervised machine learning
algorithm to establish the clustering association among the
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non-ground truth nodes. This method reduces the search
complexity of fake review of a node (reviewer account) to
only the associated cluster of nodes instead of the entire set
of nodes.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We evaluate our proposed method on two different realworld datasets and applications. The experimental results
demonstrate significant improvements of the DW-WG over
the C-DW.
A. Datasets
To comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of the
feature representations, we use two networked datasets with
three real-world metrics namely accuracy for classification,
silhouette and average measures for clustering efficiency. For
both datasets, we measure the performance on each metric.
The detailed descriptions of the datasets are listed as follows.
Bitcoin OTC+Alpha Trust Network [37]: This dataset
represents who-trusts-whom relationships among a network
of people who trade using Bitcoin on a platform called Bitcoin
OTC and Bitcoin Alpha. As the Bitcoin users are unnamed, to
prevent transactions with fraudulent and risky users we need
to maintain a record of users' reputation. Bitcoin OTC
members rate other members on a range of -10 (total distrust)
to +10 (complete trust) with an increment of 1. From this
dataset, the best set of feature vectors are generated using our
DW-WG model. The labels for the clusters of the best set of
feature vectors are of the range from -10 to +10.
Google play store app review network data: This dataset
describes the relationship between the app and the reviewer.
We have review data for 640 apps from Google Play Store
with a co-review graph for each app. Each vertex of a coreview graph represents a reviewer account, and each edge
indicates the number of apps co-reviewed by the reviewer
accounts of the associated vertices. We integrated all 640 coreview graphs into one unified graph. For impersonation,
some individual reviewers use several fake reviewer accounts.
Each fraudulent individual reviewer corresponds to a set of
fake reviewer accounts. The ground truth dataset consists of
2207 nodes (reviewer accounts) and these nodes correspond
to 23 clusters (individual reviewers). For the entire dataset, the
best set of feature vectors is generated using our DW-WG
model. The clusters for the ground truth section of this set of
feature vectors are of the values from 1 to 23.
For evaluation, we conduct experiments on both weighted
and unweighted, sparse and dense, small and large networks.
Therefore, these datasets can comprehensively reflect the
characteristics of feature generations. The detailed statistics of
the datasets are presented in Table I.
TABLE I. DATASET STATISTICS
Dataset
Google Play Store
Bitcoin OTC+ALPHA trust

#(V)
38,123
9,664

#(E)
3,572,409
59,778

B. Experiment results
In our experiment, we evaluate classification accuracy and
clustering efficiency on the datasets. We split data for training
and testing using k-fold cross-validation.
1) Classification Accuracy: It is the ratio of the number
of correct predictions over the total number of predictions
made.
We trained three most widely used machine learning
algorithms (Support Vector Machine, Random-Forest, and KNearest Neighbor) on the following datasets and the results
are as follows:
a) Google Play Store dataset:
TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR GOOGLE DATASET
Algorithm
DW-WG
C-DW

SVM
87%
80%

Random-Forest
85%
79%

K-NN
81%
76%

b) Bitcoin OTC+Alpha dataset:
TABLE III. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR BITCOIN DATASET
Algorithm
DW-WG
C-DW

SVM
89%
83%

Random-Forest
84%
80%

K-NN
84%
79%

In all the above three machine learning algorithms, the
enhanced deepwalk model (DW-WG) has shown
improved performance over the conventional deepwalk
(C-DW) model.
2) Clustering approach: We applied the K-Means
clustering algorithm on both datasets. In the K-Means
algorithm, we specify a value for the parameter K (for the
number of clusters to be formed). Since there is no wellknown method to find the best value of K, we use the
following two different approaches to establish the most
suitable K value.
a) Silhouette Measure: The Silhouette Coefficient is
defined for each data point and is composed of two scores:
μin(Xi): The mean distance between a data point and all other
points in the same cluster.
μout(Xi): The mean distance between a data point and all other
points in the next nearest cluster.
The Silhouette Coefficient Si for a single data point i is
given as:
ܵ ൌ 

ஜೠ ሺ ሻିஜ ሺ ሻ
୫ୟ୶ሼஜೠ ሺ ሻǡஜ ሺ ሻሽ

(1)

The silhouette coefficient for the entire dataset is the
mean silhouette coefficient of all data points of the data file.
i) Google Play Store Dataset: We first calculate the
silhouette coefficient for ground truth data points with the
number of clusters ranging from 20 to 36, to cross-check the
correctness of this method. We find that the maximum
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silhouette score for DW-WG corresponds to 23 clusters and
this matches with the number of clusters of the ground truth
data set (23 clusters), whereas the maximum silhouette for CDW is 28 and that does not match with the ground truth
clusters as illustrated in Figure 2.

highest silhouette score for C-DW corresponds to three
clusters as depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Silhouette Measures

Figure 2. Silhouette Measures for Ground Truth Clusters

Subsequently, we compute the silhouette coefficient for
all data points of the data set with the number of clusters (K
value) ranging from 400 to 700. For the given data set, the
optimal number of clusters for DW-WG is 430 whereas for
the C-DW is 520 as shown in Figure 3.

b) Average Measures: For further consolidation of the
evaluation results, we perform an additional approach to
arrive at the optimal K value. In this approach, we use the
mean of the following measures to find the optimal number
of clusters (K value):
x Homogeneous
x Completeness
x Silhouette
x Adjusted Rand Index
i) Google Play Store Dataset: We find the optimal
number of clusters for the entire dataset by DW-WG (430)
that matches with the number of clusters found in Silhouette
Measures approach. Also, the number of clusters by C-DW
(490) that does not match with the corresponding result in
Silhouette Measures as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 3. Silhouette Measures for the entire dataset

As the number of clusters found by DW-WG (430) for the
ground truth data was more accurate than the number of
clusters found by the C-DW (520), the number of clusters
formed by DW-WG for the entire dataset will be the optimal
K-value for clustering.

ii) Bitcoin OTC and Alpha Trust Network Dataset:
This dataset is the merger of two clusters of data namely
Bitcoin OTC and Alpha. We perform Silhouette measures
using both DW-WG and C-DW, and we find that the number
of clusters for the highest silhouette score for DW-WG is two
that matches with the actual number of clusters, while the

Figure 5. Average Measures for Google Play Store Dataset

ii) Bitcoin OTC and Alpha Trust Network Dataset: We
find the optimal number of clusters for the dataset by DWWG (2 clusters) that matches with the same number of
clusters found in Silhouette Measures approach. Also, the
number of clusters by C-DW (4 clusters) that does not match
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with the corresponding result in Silhouette Measures as
illustrated in Figure 6.
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